The Fool Beaver Moon Hash
25 November 2015  Hash #1701
Hares: Sir Vix, John Handycock, Twat’s Up Cock?,
Transoxual, T-Boner, and Dirty Gerbil
Hashers.......................................46
New Boots....................................0
Visitors.........................................4
Quadrupeds..................................1
Shiggy Rating.......................3 / 10
Beer Stops....................................2
Shot Stops....................................1
With this many hares, the trail has to be amazing! Sorry to disappoint, but as we all know half-mind arithmetic
doesn’t work that way… One can only assume that they needed everyone as this was not only a PITT / PGH
crossover, but lest we forget, the great Sandturkey trail!
This year the Sandturkey hunters met at the Brunswick Playmor bowling alley, on the farthest outskirts of the
city. In lieu of the traditional hash cash, hashers could bring in a donation for the food bank. The forgetful paid
the usual amount. Curmudgeons paid nothing. The truly smart bought cans next door at the Dollar General.
While the hounds were blinded by the presence of such bowling luminaries as Donny, Walter and The Dude, the
surly sandturkey gave them the slip and made for the local suburbs.
With the hounds hot on its heels, the sandturkey took a turn for the safety of the
local neighborhood graveyard. Some of the hashers managed to find long lost
relatives, while others simply took the opportunity to down a few not-so-tasty
shots.
Trying for deeper cover our felonious fowl headed for the local woodlands. The
hounds were occasionally distracted by both long-forgotten high schooler beer
caches and poorly laid trail marks.
After one last attempt to evade the pack by looping around the local park, the sandturkey lost its way and
surrendered to the hounds surprisingly close to a pile of their empty cans.
Whether it was the sandturkey or the hash curmudgeon whom switched marks on trail will be a topic for
Sandturkey lore hereafter.
Fair warning: the bowling alley is about as far out as one can get yet still remain in the city limits, so expect
more uninspired trails around this area.
Bon appétit, T-Boner
Turkeys: 7 Layer Dip, Any Cock'll Do, Bend Overture, Blackout Mount (Boulder), Bubba Drunk, Cock
Smitten, Cream of Mushroom, Cuntput (Indyscent), Cuntscaper, Defender of Peedom, Double Stuffed, Gaggle
Cock, Glitter Spitter, Golden Showers, ICP, Just Brian A, Just Harley, Just Jeff M, Just Maghen, Just Shelley,
Lips of Steel, ManGurglar, Moaning Lisa, Moon, My Hog n Me, Narco Polo, Nurse Ken Doll, Porn Again
Christian, Potty Guard, Scrum Guzzler, Shameless Cussy, Shart Appreciation, Shitty Titty Gang Bang, Spermit,
Steph Infection, Sucks the Dick (Indyscent), The Black Clap, Tight Embouchure, Triple Dipple, Twerking'
Overtime, Ur-A-Gay Gloryhole, VD (Dayton), Wanking Dead, WMD

